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Abstract. This study proposes and applies a comprehensive learning particle
swarm optimization (CLPSO) fuzzy Petri net (FPN) algorithm, which is based on
the CLPSO algorithm and FPN, to the fault diagnosis of a complex motor. First, the
transition confidence is replaced by a Gaussian function to deal with the uncertainty
of fault propagation. Then, according to the Petri net principle, a competition
operator is introduced to improve the matrix reasoning. Finally, a CLPSO-FPN
model for motor fault diagnosis is established based on the motor failure mechanism
and fault characteristics. The CLPSO algorithm is used to generate the system
parameters for fault diagnosis and to improve the adaptability and accuracy of
fault diagnosis. This study considers the example of a three-phase asynchronous
motor. The results show that the proposed algorithm can diagnose faults in this
motor with satisfactory adaptability and accuracy compared with the traditional
FPN algorithm. By establishing the system model, the fault propagation process
of motors can be accurately and intuitively expressed, thus improving the fault
treatment and equipment maintenance of motors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A motor is a complex mechanical system that usually comprises multiple func-
tional modules. Owing to the complex correlations among these modules, the
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fault characteristics are uncertain and nonlinear [1]. Either quantitative analy-
sis or qualitative analysis is used for fault diagnosis of motors. At present, the
data-driven quantitative analysis method is commonly used to process the fault
characteristic signals of the rotor and bearing in a motor system for fault clas-
sification [2]. Deng et al. [3] proposed a motor bearing fault diagnosis method
based on the combination of empirical wavelet transform and Hilbert transform;
however, this method ignores the noise interference of low-frequency signals and
is prone to misjudgment. Deng et al. [4] combined empirical mode decomposi-
tion, fuzzy information, and an improved support vector machine method and used
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to perform parameter optimiza-
tion, feature extraction, and accurate classification of rotor fault signals. Quanti-
tative analysis can effectively deal with fault signals. However, in complex motor
systems, fault signals are easily affected by the environment and motor modules,
and most functional modules cannot extract fault signals. Therefore, quantita-
tive analysis cannot easily satisfy the fault diagnosis requirements of motor sys-
tems.

Qualitative analysis can be used to establish a system model by using internal
knowledge of the system [5]. For example, the Petri net method can be used for
graphical and mathematical modeling. In recent years, studies worldwide have used
Petri nets to deal with discrete event sequences, concurrency, and conflict relation-
ships [6, 7]. Therefore, Petri nets are increasingly being used for fault diagnosis.
Sheng et al. [8] defined the probability transition method of Petri nets for dealing
with the uncertainty in the fault propagation process, thereby overcoming the dis-
advantage that Petri nets only focus on the previous state of places in the fault
diagnosis process and that their probability transition mode is not adaptive. Cheng
et al. [9] proposed the concept of fuzzy fault Petri net and its modeling method to
overcome the difficulty of dealing with the uncertainty of fault information in the
fault diagnosis process. Zhang et al. [10] conducted a rigorous mathematical investi-
gation of a fuzzy Petri net (FPN) and proposed a matrix reasoning process, thereby
providing a theoretical foundation for applying FPNs. However, the acquisition of
its initial weight value still relies on expert experience and has poor adaptability.
The neural fuzzy Petri net (NFPN) concept [11] can effectively improve the algo-
rithm’s adaptability; however, it cannot satisfy the fault diagnosis requirements of
complex motor systems.

To improve the poor accuracy and adaptability of traditional FPN fault diagnosis
methods, this study uses the comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization
(CLPSO) algorithm to optimize the FPN algorithm and improve the traditional
FPN reasoning method. Further, a fault-diagnosis method based on CLPSO-FPN
is proposed. The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• A new competition operator is proposed to solve the competition relationship
between different modules in complex systems and the matrix reasoning process
of the algorithm is optimized.
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• A new representation of transition confidence is proposed, which uses a Gauss
function instead of traditional transition confidence and reflects the impact of
transition on its output places through a transition influence factor.

• A CLPSO algorithm is used to generate system parameters that reflect the
relationship between different modules.

2 CLPSO-FPN

2.1 FPN

A Petri net can be used to study a network structure based on the known logical
relationships between inputs and outputs in a system. In the structure diagram of
a Petri net, circles, strips, and directed arcs respectively represent places, transitions,
and the relationships between places and transitions. Places represent resources or
conditions, and transitions represent events or actions. Figure 1 shows the structure
diagram of a Petri net [12].

P1

P2

T1

P3

Place

Transition

Directed arc

Figure 1. Structure diagram of Petri net

The traditional Petri net with different FPNs uses the place value between [0, 1]
instead of the token value, and defines the threshold as the condition of transition
trigger. The FPN is defined as an 8-tuple, as follows [13].

FPN = (P, T, I, O,M,W,α, λ) (1)

where:

• P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, P represents a set of places.

• T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, T represents a set of transitions.

• I = (δij)(n×m) is an input matrix describing the mapping of transitions to places.
For the input matrix element δij = {0, 1}. If Pi is the input of tj, δij = 1. If Pi

is not an input of tj, δij = 0. i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

• O = (γij)(n×m) is an output matrix describing the mapping of places to tran-
sitions. For the output matrix element γij = {0, 1}. If tj is the input of Pi,
γij = 1. If tj is not an input of Pi, γij = 0. i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
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• M = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) represents a distribution vector of marked places, which
is the distribution of tokens in the Petri net.

• W = (ωij)(n×m) is a weight matrix representing the impact of input places on
transitions.

∑n
i=1 ωij = 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

• α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) is the place value vector, where αi ∈ [0, 1] is the place value.

• λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λm) is the threshold vector, where λi ∈ [0, 1] is the threshold.

In complex systems, the relationship between different modules is fuzzy and un-
certain, therefore, extracted fault information has fuzzy characteristics [14]. Stud-
ies [15, 16] that combined fuzzy theory and Petri nets to obtain an FPN validated
that it could be used for the fault diagnosis of motor systems.

2.2 CLPSO

The PSO algorithm can be used to find an optimal solution by simulating coopera-
tion and information transfer among individuals in a group. It mainly includes two
elements: speed and position [17, 18]. Each particle position represents a possible
solution to the equation, and the speed represents the direction and step size of
position movement.

When the PSO algorithm is updated, each particle’s position and speed are
randomly generated. Then, individuals in the group update their individual speeds
by judging the group’s global and local optimal positions to search for the global
optimal position and thereby achieve the purpose of optimization [19].

However, in complex motor systems, the nonlinearity and complexity of the
interrelationships between modules lead to large differences between dimensional
parameters in particles. If particles are updated uniformly, the difference between
dimensional parameters will be lost, resulting in local optimal conditions. The
CLPSO algorithm enables independently optimizing different dimensional parame-
ters in particles. It can effectively solve the problem of different dimensional pa-
rameters in particles and affords improved optimization ability. The algorithm is
comparable to the BP neural network algorithm, which has a strong global opti-
mization ability and prevents the problem of missing faults during fault diagnosis
of the motor system. Compared with the PSO algorithm, it has an improved local
optimization ability. It can prevent the problems of fault misjudgment during fault
diagnosis of each module of the system. Therefore, it is more suitable for complex
motors than the traditional optimization algorithm [20].

The CLPSO speed updated formula is as follows:

V d
i = ω ∗ V d

i + c ∗ randd
i ∗
(
Xd

g −Xd
i

)
. (2)

The CLPSO position updated formula is as follows:

Xd
i = Xd

i + V d
i (3)
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where ω is the inertia constant and is a real number in the range of [0, 1], c is
a learning factor and is a real number in the range of [0, 2], randd

i is a random
number in the range of [0, 1], V d

i and Xd
i are respectively the speed and position

of the dth dimension of the ith particle, and Xd
g is the particle value of the global

optimal position. The error formula is as follows:

E =
1

2
∗

n∑
i=1

(
α (Pi)− αE (Pi)

)2
(4)

where α (Pi) and αE (Pi) are respectively the ith place value obtained by reasoning
and by Bayesian treatment.

2.3 CLPSO-FPN
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Figure 2. The CLPSO-FPN algorithm parameter generation process
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Figure 2 shows the parameter generation process of the proposed CLPSO-FPN
algorithm. The steps in this process are outlined below.

• The CLPSO algorithm randomly generates n particles, each of which includes
ω1, b1, and λ1. The parameters of the n particles are input into the FPN, and E
for place Pn is obtained by supervised learning. Then, the minimum error minE
is obtained, and the corresponding particle Xj is the global optimal value in the
next iteration process.

• The particles in the global optimal position are determined, and respective di-
mensional parameters in other particles are updated to the corresponding pa-
rameter directions in Xj. Further, Xj randomly updates the positions of the
respective dimensional parameters.

• The n updated particles are input into the FPN to obtain particles with mini-
mum error minE.

• The position of n particles is updated until the smallest error found in the end
of the iteration is the optimal particle.

The CLPSO-FPN algorithm is mainly used for fault diagnosis of motor systems.
First, based on the FPN principle, the system model is established according to
the fault operation mechanism and fault characteristics of the system. Second,
the CLPSO algorithm is used to randomly generate the weights, threshold, and
transition influencing factor. Third, supervised learning is performed according to
the actual place value to obtain the system parameter set of the FPN model with the
smallest error. Finally, fault diagnosis of the motor system is performed according
to the FPN fault diagnosis principle. This method can generate adaptive system
parameters for different fault models, and effectively solve the problems of poor
accuracy and adaptability of fault diagnosis in the traditional FPN algorithm that
are caused by the assignment of system parameters based on experts’ experience.

Next, complex motor systems involve multiple mapping relationships between
the physical structure of the device and the faults [21, 22]. According to the Petri net
principle, this study introduces competition operators, big operators, and a direct
multiplication operator. The ability of the CLPSO-FPN algorithm to deal with the
competition between different modules in complex motor systems is improved by
the operator characteristics, and the matrix reasoning process of the algorithm is
optimized.

• ∇:C = ∇A, where A is an (m× n)-dimensional matrix and C is an n-dimensio-
nal vector, such that cj = max

1≤i≤m
(aij).

• ⊕:C = A ⊕ B, where A, B, and C are all (m× n)-dimensional matrices, such
that cij = max

1≤i≤m
(aij, bij).

• ⊗:C = A ⊗ b, where A and C are (m× n)-dimensional matrices and b is
an m-dimensional vector, such that cij = aij × bi.
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Finally, to solve the nonlinear characteristics of the interrelationships among
different modules in complex motor systems, a Gaussian function is used to replace
the transition confidence, and the transition influencing factor reflects the influence
of the transition on the output place. According to the above principle, CLPSO-FPN
is defined as a 13-tuple as follows [23]:

Sclpso−fpn = (P, T, I, O,M,W,α, λ,B,X,N,D,K) (5)

where

• B = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) is a transition influence factor vector representing the ability
to influence the transition on output place,

• X = {W,B, λ} is the particle value,

• N is the number of particles,

• D is the number of dimension,

• K is the number of iterations.

3 CLPSO-FPN FAULT DIAGNOSIS

According to the CLPSO-FPN principle, the following reasoning calculations are
performed for fault diagnosis.

3.1 Transition Trigger Reasoning

Hk = (h1, h2, . . . , hm) is an m-dimensional vector that is the sum of the marked
place value and the corresponding weight product.

Hk = (αk∗Mk)⊗W. (6)

To determine the transition trigger, the Sigmoid function is as follows:

s = 1/ (1 + exp (−z (h− λ))) . (7)

Sk = (s1, s2, . . . , sm) is the pre-trigger matrix of the transition, where z is plus
infinity and λ is the transition threshold. If h ≥ λ, then s (h) = 1, otherwise
s (h) = 0.

3.2 Fault Propagation Reasoning

The NFPN’s forward dynamic fault reasoning process reflects the propagation di-
rection of the system fault. Further, tokens reflect the occurrence of system faults.
As a transition is triggered, a token is passed from the input place to the output
place [23]. The fault propagation reasoning formula is as follows:

Mk+1 = Mk ⊕
[

1

1 + exp [−z ((Sk ·OT )− 1)]

]
. (8)
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3.3 Place Value Reasoning

To judge the place value in the CLPSO-FPN model, based on the traditional FPN,
this study uses the Gaussian function 1/exp

(
−10b× (x− 1)2

)
to replace the transi-

tion confidence, reflect the influence of the change in output place through the change
transition influence factor, and reflect the influence of transition on the output place
through the transition influence factor. For dealing with competitive characteristics
in the fault diagnosis process of Petri net, the competition operator is introduced,
and the matrix reasoning method is optimized. The place value reasoning is as
follows:

αk+1 = αk ⊕

[
∇

((
Xk

e10Bk∗(Xk−1)2

)T

⊗OT

)]
, (9)

according to the requirements of the NFPN algorithm for fault diagnosis, when the
reasoning is complete.

3.4 CLPSO-FPN Fault Diagnosis Progress

In the traditional FPN-based fault diagnosis method, system parameters are usually
assigned based on experts’ experience, and therefore, the accuracy and adaptability
of fault diagnosis are poor. To solve these problems, this study uses the CLPSO
algorithm to randomly generate the weights, threshold, and transition influencing
factor as dimensional parameters in particles. The update direction of each di-
mensional parameter of other particles is determined by finding the global optimal
particle. Then, according to the comprehensive learning strategy, each dimensional
parameter is differentiated, and its speed value and parameter value in the particle
are updated. This method can perform differential training according to the char-
acteristics of different parameters and can find the system parameter set under the
optimal conditions. Finally, using the parameter set in the particle for fault diagno-
sis reasoning, the probability of each module failure occurs. The CLPSO-FPN fault
diagnosis process is in Figure 3.

4 DATA PROCESSING AND MODEL CONSTRUCTION

In this study, a three-phase asynchronous motor is taken as an example to conduct
model construction and data simulation. According to the data in [9], failure mode
analysis and FPN are combined to analyze fault data and to establish a fault relation
table that conforms to the complex motor system [24]. Table 1 shows the training
sample set for the complex motor system. Further, Figure 4 shows the CLPSO
model established for this motor based on its structure and fault analysis as well as
the data in Table 1.

For this CLPSO-FPN model, this study uses a Bayesian method to process
the fault data and combines the fault propagation mode of the motor system to
determine the actual place value [25]. This method could effectively and accurately
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Figure 3. The CLPSO-FPN fault diagnosis process

convert knowledge and experience to rules, this is helpful in solving the problem of
empirical assignment of parameters and in achieving accurate fault diagnosis of the
motor.
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5 METHOD IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION

5.1 Initial Value Determination

In this study, the “motor winding insulation burned” is taken as an example. Ac-
cording to the place value of the actual place, the CLPSO-FPN algorithm is used for
supervised learning. The actual place values are shown in Table 2. When K = 1 000
and N = 40, the error curve of the CLPSO algorithm is obtained under different
numbers of iterations, as shown in Figure 5. The system parameters set is shown in
Table 3.

5.2 Verification of the Method

To verify the optimization performance of the CLPSO algorithm for FPN fault
diagnosis, the place values and accuracies obtained using the CLPSO, PSO, and
back-propagation (BP) algorithms are compared in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These
figures show that the accuracy of the place value obtained using the BP algorithm
is poor, whereas that obtained using the PSO algorithm is satisfactory; however,
the local optimization ability is poor. By contrast, the accuracy of the place value
obtained using the CLPSO algorithm is high, and the overall optimization ability is
satisfactory. The result proves that the algorithm is more suitable for fault diagnosis
of complex motor systems than PSO and BP algorithms.

The effectiveness and accuracy of the CLPSO-FPN algorithm for the fault di-
agnosis of three-phase asynchronous motors is verified for three different fault con-
ditions through comparisons with two previous algorithms [9, 12]; the results are
shown in Table 4.

These results indicate that the FFPN and NFPN algorithms show misjudgments
in the motor fault diagnosis process. By contrast, the proposed CLPSO-FPN fault
diagnosis method can accurately determine the “motor winding insulation burned”
problem and can effectively solve the problems of fault diagnosis and misjudgment.
Further, it shows better accuracy than the FFPN and NFPN algorithms. Therefore,
it can satisfy the fault diagnosis requirements of complex motor systems and shows
higher accuracy and adaptability than the traditional FPN fault diagnosis method.

6 CONCLUSIONS

With the motor developing toward large-scale, complication and integrated direc-
tion, which leads to the traditional fault diagnosis method, it is difficult to meet
the fault diagnosis requirements of the motor system. To solve these problems,
this study proposes and applies a CLPSO-FPN algorithm to the fault diagnosis of
a complex motor. In the proposed fault diagnosis method the CLPSO-FPN model of
motor, using a reasoning process to diagnose fault, is established. Then a Gaussian
function is used to replace the traditional transition confidence in the CLPSO-FPN
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Code Meaning Code Meaning

P1
Phase winding resistance
becomes smaller

P23
Motor overload or
irregular impact load

P2
Rotor winding short
circuit

P24 Excessive bearing wear

P3 Overload of motor P25 Motor holding shaft

P4 Fuse melt failure P26
Bearing locking device
failure

P5
Shaft seal ring
structure damage

P27 Rotor core deformation

P6
Oil seal material
overheated

P28
Magnetic slot wedge
fracture or detachment

P7
Seal surface axis
roughness value is too large

P29
Rotor winding open
circuit

P8
Temperature is too
high

P30
Junction box joint
loosening

P9
Exciting current is
too large

P31
Poor contact of the
power control loop switch

P10
A phase current
is too large

P32
Rotor winding mechanical
failure

P11 Rotational speed abnormality P33

The central line of motor
is not consistent with the
center line of shearer

P12
Loss of phase
voltage

P34
Axial movement of
rotor

P13
Bearing is thermally
expanded

P35
Spring attachment device
failure

P14
Oil entering the
motor

P36 Scratching of motor

P15
Bearing is thermally
expanded

P37 Stator current increase

P16 Motor overheating P38 Excessive pressure drop

P17
Motor in Open-phase
State

P39
Excessive operational shock
of motor

P18
Motor rotation is
abnormal or card machine

P40
Excessive noise of
bearing

P19 Motor insulation aging P41
The motor turns weak or
does not rotate and buzz

P20
Reduction of lubricating
oil content

P42
Motor running abnormal
sound

P21
Curved ring and axis
hole produce friction

P43 Motor failure

P22
Motor winding insulation
burned

Table 1. Event table of places
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P1

T1 T2 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8

P2P2P2 P3P3P3 P4P4P4 P5P5P5 P6P6P6 P7P7P7 P8P8P8 P26P26P26 P27P27P27 P28P28P28 P29P29P29 P30P30P30 P31P31P31

P9P9P9 P10P10P10 P11P11P11 P12P12P12 P13P13P13 P14P14P14 P15P15P15 P32P32P32 P33P33P33 P34P34P34 P35P35P35 P36P36P36 P37P37P37 P38P38P38

T14 T15 T16 T17 T18 T19 T20 T21 T22 T23 T24 T26 T27 T28 T29T25

P16P16P16 P17P17P17 P18P18P18 P19P19P19 P20P20P20 P21P21P21 P39P39P39 P40P40P40 P41P41P41

T30 T31 T32 T33 T34 T35 T36 T37

P22P22P22 P23P23P23 P24P24P24 P42P42P42

T38 T39 T40 T41

P25P25P25

P43P43P43
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P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P32 P33 P34 P35 P36 P37 P38

T14 T15 T16 T17 T18 T19 T20 T21 T22 T23 T24 T26 T27 T28 T29T25

P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 P21 P39 P40 P41
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P43
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Figure 4. CLPSO-FPN model of three phase asynchronous motor

algorithm to reflect the influence of transition on the output place and a competition
operator combined with a sigmoid function is proposed to determine the transition
trigger reasoning. This method optimizes the matrix reasoning process compared
with the traditional FPN algorithm. Finally, using the CLPSO algorithm to gen-
erate system parameters can effectively solve the problem of human’s subjective
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Figure 5. CLPSO iteration number error curve
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Figure 6. Place value curve
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Figure 7. Accuracy curve

Code Actual Place Value Code Actual Place Value

P9 0.7051 P17 0.9001
P10 0.6670 P18 0.6230
P11 0.7320 P19 0.8002
P12 0.8821 P20 0.8311
P13 0.7020 P21 0.6438
P14 0.8682 P22 0.9510
P15 0.7320 P24 0.7351
P16 0.6620 P25 0.8812

Table 2. Actual place values
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Weights
Transition

Influencing Factor
Threshold

ω1,1 1 b1 0.635 λ1 0.488
ω1,2 0.519 b2 0.557 λ2 0.526
ω2,2 0.481 b3 0.391 λ3 0.498
ω2,3 0.370 b4 0.517 λ4 0.483
ω3,3 0.300 b5 0.479 λ5 0.484
ω4,3 0.330 b6 0.334 λ6 0.517
ω4,4 1 b7 0.347 λ7 0.524
ω5,5 1 b14 0.485 λ14 0.464
ω6,6 1 b15 0.592 λ15 0.510
ω7,7 1 b16 0.463 λ16 0.447
ω9,14 0.536 b17 0.437 λ17 0.495
ω10,14 0.464 b18 0.298 λ18 0.543
ω11,15 1 b30 0.526 λ30 0.455
ω12,16 1 b31 0.541 λ31 0.465
ω12,17 0.392 b32 0.480 λ32 0.486
ω13,17 0.608 b33 0.404 λ33 0.456
ω14,18 1
ω16,30 1
ω17,31 1
ω18,32 1
ω19,33 1

Table 3. Set of system parameters

factor effectively due to the assignment of parameters based on experts’ experience.
Therefore, the results indicate that the method can effectively improve the accu-
racy and adaptability of fault diagnosis, which can improve the fault treatment and
equipment maintenance of motors.

Several interesting research topics are to be considered in the future, for example,

1. the online fault diagnosis problem for motor and wireless localization
systems [26],

2. the online fault prediction problem for wireless sensor networks [27].
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